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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Sergio M has contributed to the dictionary with 93 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abismo
Dreaming that we fall down an abyss is related to attachment or concern for work, subsistence, money, etc.  He
suggests that we should occupy ourselves with these things but not lead ourselves to worry too much.  Deep down,
such a dream shows you the opportunity to overcome a problem.  If we fall into an abyss that seems to have no end, it is
because we have accumulated a large amount of tensions by facing situations in which it is necessary for us to decide
between several possibilities, so the best thing to do is to act without hesitation. 

abucheos
In dream language, receiving boos should not be considered negative, but rather that we are accepting part of our
shadow, depending on how we feel or react to the booing, will tell us in what degree of acceptance we are. 

agua
In dream symbology, water or watery places such as seas or rivers is related to the feelings or emotions of the dreamer,
and depending on how the dream is, it will mean whether the feelings are calm or disturbed. 

aguajes
When we dream and some aguajes appear, it is an indication that we are thirsty for money, especially in a sense of lack
of it, what it advises is that we must try to save. 

almanaque
Dreaming of an almanac or calendar is a dream reflection of a preoccupation with the need to settle a debt with
someone, depending on the state of the almanac, it will tell us the value of that debt. 

amarillo
When in dreams, there is a wide range of yellowish tones or people or objects appear in which the color yellow is
highlighted, it means a more than possible lack of confidence or difficulties in the process we are immersed in, from a
particular work, relational or of another nature

amigo
Dreaming of someone friendly (not necessarily a waking friendship) is a type of character who are ready to help the
dreamer, are great allies and is a symptom of positive reinforcement in the face of nightmares. 

araña
When in dreaming, we see or encounter spiders, regardless of whether we suffer from arachnophobia or not, it means
that the subconscious is warning us of a trap, either our own or someone else's, so it should serve us to reflect and
glimpse in which trap we are falling. 

armadura
The fact that we dream that we are wearing armor indicates the quality of our protection in the waking world.  Depending
on the state of our armor, we can get an idea about our defenses (and weak points), both psychic and physical.  If we
don't wear any armor but see one, it means that we need protection. 

armario
When we are in a dream with dreams, and the main object of it is a wardrobe, it comes to mean: something that is



stored, what is hidden from other people and even from oneself, so a work of introspection proceeds to know what it is
that we hide so much. 

arrugas
Dreaming that we have a wrinkle or more wrinkles than we have, is an indication that we have certain fears to solve and
that is why we are going through moments of despondency.  So the message from our unconscious is to change our
attitude or harmful habits. 

asesinato
See onyricide. 

asta
In dream language, it is significant that there will be monetary losses; Warning that someone wants to cheat you out of
money. 

ataduras
Feeling tied to something or someone.  If during sleep we free ourselves from bondage, it means that there will soon be
a change in this situation. 

ataúd
When a coffin appears in a dream, it signifies an imminent transformation in life; If the casket is open, it is most likely
that this transformation is still forming, but if it appears closed, this transformation is underway. 

aves
Usually, having dreams about birds in general, tends to mean longing or desires for freedom in all or in a specific aspect
of our life, of wanting to free ourselves from certain ties that prevent us from developing. 

avión
The fact of dreaming of an airplane, if you travel in it, is an invitation to seek self-improvement; In case you see a plane
crash, it is significant that a project will not be able to be realized. 

azul
The color blue and bluish tones, when they are protagonists in the dream, either because of the color of the place or
because they stand out in some dream character, comes to mean that the dreamer exudes happiness, and if he follows
a spiritual path, a serene spirituality. 

bajar
If the dreamer, during the dream, performs the action of descending, it means that it is a descent to the subconscious
and to lower levels than the dreamer himself. 

barco
Dreaming of boats or boats is usually related to social life, both as a couple, as friends or work relationships; As you
navigate, it will be an indication of the social situation you are in. 



bebé
Dreaming about a baby, refers us to our inner child, to recover part of our childhood that never dies, it can also be that
the new thing that is born in oneself. 

blanco
Dreaming of white tones or colors, or that extras, animals or objects of the dream, where the color white stands out,
means that we are in a moment of reliability and/or vitality. 

boca
When we dream, that an element that we focus on is a mouth, our own or someone else's, is usually a dream allusion
that refers to one's own house or family home. 

bodega
When we find ourselves in a cellar within a dream, it is signifiable that we are in front of the riches of the subconscious, if
we interact with objects or tidy up the cellar, it is a very good sign of healing of some aspect of our shadow. 

cabello
The fact of dreaming about hair, whether it is our own or someone else's, comes to tell us, as it happens with Samson,
the amount of strength we have, depending on how long and volume the hair is will be a reflection of our strength. 

cabeza
In dreams in which the dreamer's perception is fixed on his head or on objects that are similar to heads, the
subconscious shows that there is a work to be done with Consciousness, related more to thought, of meditating before
making an important decision. 

caja de herramientas
The focus on this object in a dream means that we have to assert our own resources, without waiting for outside help. 

calle
When a street is the protagonist place in a dream, depending on how it is, it will be an indication of how you feel in life,
not in an internal sense, but externally. 

cama
Dreaming of a bed as the main or striking element in our dream is a reflection of our health, if it is clean and placed, it
means that we are in a good situation physically, healthily or as a couple; However, if the bed is out of place, dirty,
broken, etc.  Indicates illness or relationship problems. 

casa
Normally the house usually represents the person who dreams, and as the house appears in the dream, it will tell us our
external situation: if it appears messy or dirty, or clean and everything in its place; Also the sensation we have in the
dream will tell us in what situation of self-perception we are. 

ceguera
In a dream that our vision is blurred is an indication that we are acting without seeing all points of view, without an open
mind.  It is, therefore, a thought-provoking piece of advice. 



cerdo
This animal, in the dream world, usually represents our "sexual" shadow, that is, that part of our psyche that is related to
the most unbridled sexual passion, with our basic instincts misinterpreted or misdirected, so it is interesting that if we
dream of pigs we can reflect on our sexuality and how we face it, so as not to fall into possible inappropriate behaviors. 

cinturón
In dreams in which the belt is a protagonist object, it is a warning that there is some problem or situation that hinders us,
oppresses, binds us.  Something that ultimately slows down our personal evolution. 

coche
A dream with a car reflects our behavior.  How we behave in life or "How we go through life", depending on the model,
size, color, etc.  It will give us a clue to it. 

cocina
The kitchen, in the dream world, is usually where the internal alchemy takes place, the transformation we need; So
dreaming of a kitchen is a warning that the unconscious is "cooking" something new in our life. 

comedor
Dreaming that we are in a dining room, represents the place where we feed our interior, depending on what we eat (and
whether we like it or not) can give us clues of our interior. 

cucarachas
The symbology of dreams with this insect comes to tell us that we are in trouble, or that there is something in our lives
that is not clear.  So it is necessary to review, to take a turn on what or who is causing us such problems. 

delfines
The appearance of dolphins in our dreams tells us that we are going to meet new people with whom they are potentially
good friends who will contribute a lot to our lives. 

delfín
In the symbology of our collective unconscious, the dolphin represents friendship and cordiality, it is a sign that it is in a
very balanced and positive life situation, which can help us to take advantage of and improve in many facets of our lives.

delincuente
A character who appears in our dreams as a wrongdoer or a delinquent reflects the part of the dreamer that does not
want to recognize or accept, which in Jungian psychology is called "the shadow". 

desnudez
Dreaming without clothes symbolically means that we want to stop hiding, that we want to show ourselves as we are. 

dientes
Dreaming about teeth tells us the type of vital energy and/or energy we have, depending on how the teeth appear in our
dream. 



domino
It probably refers to dominoes, the game of tiles with different numerical quantities between zero and six.  Dreaming
about dominoes has many nuances: if we look at the number of the tile, if it is visible or upside down, the number of
tiles, etc.  But above all, it should be noted if in the dream you are playing dominoes, which as with card games, means
that there will be a movement of money. 

dormitorio
The bedroom in dream language is related to couple relationships.  The positive or negative interpretation is reflected in
the state of the bedroom. 

edredón
Dreaming that you are wrapped in a duvet or seeing a person rolled up or covered by a duvet, means that something
that is hidden or veiled from us will be revealed and brought to light, that something is surely positive to have been in a
comfortable place such as a duvet. 

espejo
The mirror in dreams is a very interesting element, first of all, it signifies the need to know or recognize oneself, to seek
sincerity with ourselves, to let go of self-deception.  On another level, they can be thought of as portals or entrances to
other, deeper dreams of the unconscious, usually when what we see does not correspond to what it should reflect. 

frutas
When we dream about fruits, it is an excellent sign and announces new friendships and very beneficial relationships. 

gafas de sol
The fact that sunglasses appear in our dreams can be an indication that we are at a stage in which we do not clearly see
our role or the events that happen in this vital moment, so it is a suggestion from our unconscious to sit down and reflect
on what we cannot see clearly. 

gasolina
They represent vitality, the energy we have, normally related to the bloodstream; If we dream that we fill up with
gasoline, it means that we need to eat better, we are lacking essential components for our body. 

gato
Cats are very good characters to find, it is usually related to the feminine, and to our relationship with the women we
relate to.  It is usually a symbol of good luck and warns of a possible trap if you are in a negotiation or important decision
in the waking world. 

golpes
Contrary to what it may seem, dreaming where there are blows means that you will participate in a beneficial encounter,
which will give joy and good humor. 

grillo
Dreaming of seeing or hearing crickets is synonymous with an upcoming announcement of joy and prosperity. 

hemorragia



A hemorrhage is a sign of the subconscious that comes to have a meaning of something that saddens us, demoralizes
us or causes sadness or disgust and that diminishes our vitality. 

herradura
The fact that the unconscious, through dreams, uses symbols to speak to us, does not mean that they are complicated. 
This is the case of the horseshoe, whose meaning of good luck is fully signified in the dream world, so dreaming of a
horseshoe warns us of a good streak, so we will not miss it. 

huevo
In the dream world, the egg signifies that which is about to be born, be it a new situation, an event, or news of something
that is on the way, usually as a result of previous actions or an effort made by the dreamer. 

jabón
Dreaming about soap suggests that we should clean or clarify some problem or situation, but not drastically but gently
and so things will begin to see more clearly. 

jardín
In the symbology of dreams, the garden represents our personal growth, our current development, depending on what
and how the garden is, it will tell us what state of life we are in. 

lebrel
They mean that vandals could break or damage a valuable object, such as a car or furniture. 

libro
When the main object is a book and we look at it in our dreams, we are in a process of self-knowledge, and it is a sign of
progress in our self-knowledge.  However, if we do not understand what is written or the pages of the book are blurred
or blank, it is a warning that we have to carry out a work of introspection. 

loco
The character of the madman in most dreams is usually a prediction that in waking life he will encounter a complicated
situation, which will require the help of the dreamer. In case the fool is kind, it's a sign that we need to let go of our
shyness and be more like we are with others. 

manzanas
In dreams, the apple or apples is related to love, in the romantic sense of the term.  It shows the dreamer's desire to love
a person of exceptional qualities, and that it is possible to achieve such romance. 

mariposa
It is a universal symbol that represents the soul, or the psyche in psychological language.  It means a period of
transformations, spiritual elevations.  Which invites a radical inner change, to raise our sights to a higher one.  In short, it
represents a metamorphosis. 

matrimonio
The dream in which the protagonist is the marriage is usually a reflection of sadness.  If the dreamer is married, it
reflects a lack of affectivity; If you are single, it is a sign of loneliness and a need to get out of it. 



mesa
The table as an object in a dream tells us that we have balanced our relationships with others, and that it is now
necessary to think, without selfishness, of ourselves. 

mierda
Feces or shit is money or economy, finding them in our dreams is a pleasant surprise.  If we pass by in the dream or
disappear (see toilet) it is because we may not enjoy that money and we have lost it. 

militar
The fact that in a dream appear military or characters related to the armed forces, comes to mean that it is advisable to
put order in our lives, even if it is in a drastic way, either in our life in general or because of an issue that brings us
problems and we do not end up facing. 

montaña
The image of the mountain in the world of dreams, come to represent our goals, which depending on the proximity of the
mountain can be short-term or long-term goals, as well as the size of the mountain will indicate the value we give it. 

motor
In dreams the engine usually represents our vital energy, the situation of our heart (not in the romantic sense), in short,
how we are "carburizing": on a physical, bodily level, therefore it is a message from our unconscious about our health. 

negro
In the dream world, the color black is significant of a period of isolation, of an absence of light, of mental clarity or even,
within our heart; It is then advised to try to "see" what is behind this darkness. 

nudo
Dreaming of one or more knots can mean several things.  First of all, if what we dream is to tie a knot depends on the
circumstances of the dream, it can mean union, benefit or good luck, if the knot is well made and if it is not well made, it
is a warning of future or current complications.  In case of untying a knot, it is solving a difficulty or problem. 

número dos
In dream and symbolic language, the two expresses duality, the need to reconcile opposites, the mother, the feminine,
weighing what is opposed, relationships, acting calmly, all things have two sides. 

número uno
Dreaming of the number one is an indication of what is about to begin, it has to do with the masculine, the unification,
and also with the heart. 

oniricidio
Onyricide or murder, in the dream world, is sometimes used (without being nightmares) to highlight personal aspects
that we have hidden or not accepted by ourselves, normally witnessing a onericide or a murder in dreams indicates that
we have deep fears or that we are not comfortable with something in our life and that we want to eliminate,   If we are
the murderers, it means that we can solve the problem with ourselves, if the murderer is someone else, it may be
necessary to turn to others (family, friends, professionals) to solve that disgust that we want to get rid of. 



paraguas
Dreaming of an umbrella has many ways of understanding it, it commonly refers to a lack of daring, of not "wanting to
get wet" in a situation; Another approach, especially if walking in a rainy place, is an affirmation of our individuality to
others, in a positive sense and not of pride. 

parasol
The use of a sunshade when we dream represents our refusal to learn, to have a better knowledge, preferring to cover
ourselves rather than receive the light. 

pasillos
The corridors, dreamily speaking, are samples of what connects with the different parts of our being. 

perro
As with elementary symbology, the dog is significant in the dreams of both its partner and its friends and/or family.  If the
dog's behavior is aggressive, it shows a fear of possible infidelity. 

persona famosa
Dreaming about a famous person is a sign of the unconscious that tells us that we are in search of social recognition, of
being the center of attention, so we must be careful not to fall into egocentrism. 

policía
The police, as another kind of authority, show the dreamer the mental part that is watching, as if a part of us wants to
hide from something, usually from something that is unreasonable or unethical. 

rojo
In the world of dreams, the color red is a sign of intensity, passion and strength; All these elements are suggested if this
color predominates or catches our attention in our dreams. 

salón
A living room, just as it happens in wakefulness, is a meeting place, in dreams it is a reflection of how our social part is,
if it is noisy or excessively chaotic, it is an indication that this part of our life we have to put order, or otherwise, we find it
empty, it may be that we are in a situation of unwanted loneliness. 

sanitario
Dreaming of a toilet will vary in meaning both by their attitude and by the dreamer, and whatever it is, it will be an
indication of our health. 

sepulcro
In dream language, the tomb signifies that either the dreamer or someone close to him is recovering from illness. 

sonámbulo
One of the characters that we can find in our dreams is that of sleepwalkers, they are known as such because they
seem to lack intelligence or attention and they are the characters that in our dreams speak irrationally or nonsense.  Be
that as it may, just as it happens in waking, anyone we meet in our dreams must also be treated with respect. 



sótano
Dreaming that we are in a basement is a representation of our subconscious that wants to show us something from the
past that we have not yet seen and/or overcome.  It is therefore an invitation to reflect on past actions. 

subir
If in our dreams, the action we are doing is climbing, either a ladder, a hillside, etc.  It is therefore a very good sign about
our personal evolution or access to more conscious levels of our innermost unconscious, the Higher Self or Self. 

susto
That in a dream we suffer a fright, without going into the fact that it is a nightmare, has the sense of weakness of a part
of us towards the part of our personality that we do not accept, the shadow, and this is taken advantage of, showing it
through scares or unpleasant situations. 

susto
That in a dream we suffer a fright, without going into the fact that it is a nightmare, has the sense of weakness of a part
of us towards the part of our personality that we do not accept, the shadow, and this is taken advantage of, showing it
through scares or unpleasant situations. 

telaraña
Cobwebs, dreamily speaking, are an indication that we are trapped or stuck in a part of our life. 

tren
Dreaming that we are on a train usually symbolises ideas or situations that we are experiencing, to which we are
attached.  If we lose it in the dream, it usually describes wasted opportunities.  And if we get off the train it means that
we are abandoned or we are going to abandon an ideal or a way of thinking. 

vagido
When we hear a wandering in the dream world, it is a warning that we will meet an old acquaintance, who will bring
good news. 

váter
In this sense, the dream symbology is quite clear and similar to the waking world, since dreaming of a toilet as the
protagonist or central element of the dream, means cleansing, purification, where you get rid of what you do not need. 

viento
In dreams, feeling the wind or air currents is a very clear sign to pay attention to possible changes that may come, to be
prepared for them.  In addition, as with many cultures, such as the Hebrew and Greek, air or wind are related to the
mind/spirit (the intelligible part of ourselves), so it can be indicative of our mental part. 


